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P+3P – APPROACH FOR SUSTAINABLE
SUCCESS OF QMS
Abstract: This research work is focused on the three
key mechanisms that could sustain the defined objective
inside certified organization that has for aim sustained
success. These mechanisms, motors are recognized for
a long time inside the standards management system
and they are: verification, reassessment and
improvement. In this article, this approach is defined as
3P and it guarantees the sustainable success. The
authors are based on the rational that with complete
implementation of 3P approach founded on the P could
reach sustain success. The approach becomes spiral
that supports P+3P.
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to many authors, the
version of standard MEST EN ISO
9001:2009 /1/ is actually cosmetic
adjustment of the standard.
We can quarrel with others, however,
it can be stated that because of deeper
penetration into the processes as the
carriers of activities in an organization,
these demands should be the proper drivers
for the basic integrity of the standard that
is reflected in the model of QMS which is
based on the process approach /2/ and
whose
final
aim
is
sustainable
improvements.
This work indicates the starting point
of the standard - process approach (P) +3
key drivers which are able to maintain
such a defined aim in certified
organization on the way to the sustained
success.
These mechanisms, drivers were
recognized a long time ago in the
management standard systems and these
are: verification, reassessment and
improvement. This approach is recognized

at work as P+3P, and it is a guarantee of
the sustainable success /3/.
The essential foundation of the
management system is based on the three
key mechanisms, tools, approaches, i.e.
3P:
· Verification,
· Reassessment,
· Improvement
The foundation which is based on the
process and which includes also
documentation
management
system
supported by tripod or three posts, i.e. 3P
(verification, reassessment, improvement),
is provided by the continuity of
management system (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The House of the management
system based on P+3P
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The reason for co-operation of these
mechanisms – drivers should be observed
in the practical application of management
systems that are slowly submerged in a
formal talk, since these three drivers start
to lose the breath and with their patterns,
the QMS becomes a pattern.
Therefore, one can propose the
following hypothesis:
By essential application of the P+3P
approach, the sustained success according
to ISO 9004:2009 could be assured.

2. PROCESS APPROACH
Last ten years has been conditioned by
the
significant
interest
for
the
organizational management and its
businesses that are based on process
approach. This interest for processes in
organizations has been increased followed
by the creation of the ISO 9001:2000

standards that demands from organizations
to develop system of quality management,
based on processes or on the basis of
process approach.
International standard ISO 9001:2008
stimulates the adoption of the process
approach while develops, applies and
enhances the efficacy of system of quality
management in order to completely
satisfied customers through the fulfillment
of their demands.
The process is an aggregate of
mutually linked or mutually acting
activities that transforms input into output
elements.
The input elements of certain process are,
as a rule, output elements of other
processes (Figure 6.1).
The Processes, in an organization is,
as a rule, planned and performed in the
controlled condition, in order to add value.

Figure 2: Process approach
process, although, in practice, more
activities make one process.Starting point
As MEST ISO 9000:2009 standard
is an identification of the process with the
indicates that each activity or group of
recognition of the owner of the process
activities accepts input elements and
who takes care for the process
transforms them into a desired output is a
improvement. There is no quality
process, so that only one activity can be a
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management system without the processes
and the established network of processes,
as a foundation, with the emphasis on the
process stability.

3. VERIFICATION
The basic model of the harmonization
approach of management system demands
an organization the justification of the
fulfillment of standard demands (WHAT)
and the organization’s response (HOW).
This approach is executed on the
verification basis (internal and external).
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Basic approach of system
management harmonization

attitude. The executives of an organization
must be interested for all details of the
verification and, because of that, it is
necessary to give them all important
information since it is one of the best
management tools, having in mind that:
· The verifications are used to
estimate quality management
harmonization and efficacy of the
fulfillment of aims and demands
of quality.
· The results of the verifications are
used for a development capacities
identification and tracking of
advancement in the area of
continual improvements. /3/.
The verification is carried out by the
auditors who are competent enough and
independent in a part of verification area
/4/.
The auditors should have positive
personal attributes described in the
standard ISO 19011, apply the methods of
the verification, should be oriented to
defined aims of the verification, respect
deadline of the verification, to make
decisions on the basis of facts (not on the
basis of an opinion), have their assistants
(verification (control) lists), what is best
illustrated in the Figure 4.

Then we arrive to the key moment
which is the organization’s verification

Figure 4: Elements of verification
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The auditor:
· Follows all principles of correct
ethical behavior, objectively and
professionally;
· Plans and organizes a
verification;
· Clearly communicates with the
staff, orally and in writing, on the
all levels of organization;
· Identifies and understands the
relevant activities;
· Defines objective proofs and the
efficacy of the system;
· Precisely demonstrates the results
of a verification and conclusions;
· Leads auditor team and controls
to the process of verification;
· Assesses the control process.
The verification is unavoidable point
in organizations that accept the demands of
QMS. It is the very wizard and its action is
a charity. Its strength lies not in the
verification of demand fulfillment and the
role of the error maker, but in indication of
possible points of improvements and
preventive actions.
If the aggregate of internal verification
results is analyzed and observed, we can
clearly notice the verification approach

and organization’s attitudes to this tool can
also be clearly identified.
Do not allow that the verification
becomes the strength of the pattern
because it is most important lever at the
moment.

4. REASSESSMENT BY THE
MANAGEMENT
The standard, in the sense of
terminology, has chosen attractive term
reassessment. The key demand of the
reassessment is, anyway, the point 5.6. The
assessment
by
the
executives.This
assessment must comprise the estimation
of possibilities for the improvement and
the need for changes in the system of the
quality management, including the strategy
and the aim of the quality.In order to the
assessment satisfy process approach, the
standard has defined minimal input and
output elements which must be taken into
account during the process of a
reassessment (Figure 5).

Figure 5: The process of reassessment by the management
also
an
important
indicator
of
It is obvious that the interval of the
management’s attitude to QMS and the
verification and reassessments by the
state of maturity of QMS.
management are in relation, and more vital
QMS is in organizations that do not
support minimal demands of the standard.
4. IMPROVEMENT
How
much
the
management
submerges itself into the process of
The endless process, i.e. the continual
reassessment? This is the question which
improvement is clearly shown by the
should trigger the imagination and it is
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model of QMS on the basis of process
approach. It is also one of eight equal
principles of QMS (Table 1).
Principal 6. – Continious improvement
(promotion)
Uses :
Approach:
Implementation of the
approach which is
oriented to sustainable
performance
Performance
improvement
improvement via
Training possibilities
improvement of
for methods and tools
organisational
of
sustainable
skills
improvement
Harmonization
Continious products,
of improvement
process and systems
activities on the
improvement as the
all levels, based
aim of each employee
on the strategic
inside the organization
orientation of the
Implementation of the
organization
aims
concerning
Adoption on the
leadership
and
fast possibilities
monitoring
of
reactions
continious
improvement
Recognition
and
awards of employees
Tabela 1 The approach of sustain
improvement /5/
The condition for the quality
improvement often demands a new
aggregate of distributed values, attitudes
and behaviors, which aims to satisfy and
accomplish more and more challenging
goals. The values, attitudes and behaviors
(Figure 6) that are important to continual
quality improvement comprise:
· Guiding of attention to the
fulfillment of needs and internal
and external buyers;
· Inclusion of the entire supply
chain in the quality improvement,
from a supplier to a buyer;
· Demonstration of the executive’s
orientation and their participation;

·

Emphasis (emphasis) of quality
improvement as an activity of
every individual or team work or
individual activities;
· Defining of problems with help of
process improvement;
· Continual improvement of all
processes;
· Introduction of open
communications with the access
to data and information;
· Triggering of team work and
consideration of individuality;
· Decision making based on the
data analysis.
The aims of the quality improvement
should be set in an organization entirely.
They should be completely integrated into
the aims of the total business and
addressed to the rise of user satisfaction
and efficacy and effectiveness of the
process.
The aims of quality improvement
should be defined in such a manner that
their improvement can be measured. They
should be completely understandable,
challenging and convenient. All people
who must work together because of goals
accomplishment should agree about the
strategy for the realization of these aims.
The aims of quality improvement should
be regularly reassessed and should reflect
changing customers’ expectation.
The improvement is realized on the
constant base and successful application of
constant improvement is attained on the
basis of defined aim, well trained
employees and team -oriented staff,
application of methods, techniques and
tools, with a mandatory analyze and the
decisions that are based on the data.Many
works deal with this issues, from the use of
tools /6, 7, 8, 9/ to marking of problems in
modulus 8 of QMS/10/, but the
improvements are still the stumbling block
in organizations.Is this another key
indicator of the attitude of QMS? How
lively is the approach of the continual
improvement?
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Figure 6:The values of process improvement /3/
Can we speak about the success
without the improvement?

5. INSTEAD OF CONCLUSION
It is obvious that there are black sheep
in every fold. But, from the standpoint of a
household, it is not allowed that tare
survives and the corn goes to ruin. The
standard gave all to extract the tare and it
is only necessary to apply in the
essence.Therefore, this work appeal to
consistent, basic and entire application of
three drivers of QMS: the verification,
reassessment and the improvement.

Figure 7. Success spiral with respect of
P+3P
Instead
of
argumentation
the
hypothesis and the conclusion, Figure 7
gives the spiral of the success as a
connection of the processes (P) and 3P
(verification,
reassessment
and
improvement) in the function of sustained
success.
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